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New Children’s Books Promote Love of Self & Others, A Love for Reading, and Entrepreneurship  

The Little Girl Who Wanted a Tail & Isaiah Wants to Read 

WHAT: 
WHO: 

WHY: 

LISTEN: 
WATCH: 
TALKBACK: 
BLOG: 
AVAILABLE: 

CONTACT: 

Children’s books and music video featuring the single, “Different”. 
Author and recording artist Mykah Montgomery of Mylaan Entertainment feat. daughter Mylaan Imani 
along with children from Bay Area Schools and Community Centers. 
Parent seeks to teach loving behaviors, stop bullying, and encourage success through entrepreneurship 
including a musical approach promoting acceptance and code of conduct. 
“Different” http://mykahmontgomery.bandcamp.com/track/different  
“Different” music video http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=irxtMd1TKeg  
Facebook: Facebook    Twitter: Twitter 

“OK2BDifferent” Journal at http://right2bme2.blogspot.com/  
www.mykahm.com/store, iTunes,  AMAZON.COM , BARNES & NOBLE.COM, and many online retailers –  
search Mykah Montgomery, The Little Girl Who Wanted a Tail, Mylaan Imani “Different”, and  Isaiah 
Wants to Read. 

Sandra Varner - VarnerPR / 510-910-5652 / varnerpr@sbcglobal.net 

Oakland, CA—Daily, children of all ages and backgrounds are faced with social challenges, increasingly.  Moreover, as 
puberty evolves to adolescence, acceptance is critical and positive self awareness is fundamental. Statistics suggest that 
one out of 4 kids is bullied.  

Mykah Montgomery, as mother to Mylaan, her precocious and shy adolescent daughter, came into the knowledge that 
along with these life lessons is the challenge of social acceptance.  Mylaan fancied tails from 4-8 years of age—all tails-- 
and her fascination with them prompted her mother to share their story. 

The Little Girl Who Wanted a Tail is a book about just that.  Coupled with an original song composed by Montgomery, 
their desire is to address and eradicate the feeling of being “different” despite any childhood preoccupations and 
pastimes, thus the title of their single, “Different,” performed by Mylaan.  

Statistics also suggest that young males in our urban communities who do not read by 3rd grade are more likely to 
pursue lifestyles that lead to prison sentences.  

Isaiah Wants to Read is a book that encourages children, especially young boys, to enjoy reading. An excerpt from the 
book reads, “Why does Isaiah like to read? I know other kids who don’t feel the need. Read a book, they’d say. Uh -uh, 
no way! They’d rather use video games, or go outside and play. Sure, Isaiah likes video games, and he likes to play, but 
reading is even more fun, he’d say. Reading should not feel like a punishment or something you have to do. It can be fun 
and exciting when you find books that were made just for you.” 

Press interviews (both telephone and in-person) with Mykah Montgomery can be arranged through 
VarnerPR / 510-910-5652 / varnerpr@sbcglobal.net 
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